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The Riddle Of Amish Culture
They accentuate several themes, such as pacifism, the importance of community," said Donald
Kraybill, professor of sociology at Elizabethtown college and author of "The Riddle of Amish
Culture." ...
Sexual Abuse in the Amish Community
His birth always brings back memories of my dear mother. Joe s Aunt Sylvia was my
midwife, and Mom was there too, as she was with every baby I had. Joseph was baby number
six for us. My sisters had ...
Amish Kitchen: Holding on to precious memories
Now if you would tell me what you want to hear about this week I
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d know just what to
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write! I enjoy chatting with you, but neither do I want ...
The Amish Cook
I didn t know how UM was going to respond, but I knew I had a whole tribe of people
waiting for these things to come home, said Dyan Youpee, director ...
Culture is a breath of life : Fort Peck Tribes repatriate sacred items from UM
In the heart of Ohio Amish territory, young boutique owners are putting their own spin on the
country life. But there's still great antique shopping and Amish craft, too.
This Small Town in Ohio Amish Country Is an Unexpected Shopping Destination
The concerns come just two years after the museum changed its name from Plimoth
Plantation to Plimoth Patuxet. Read more at Boston.com.
Native Americans urge boycott of tone deaf Pilgrim museum
August 9, 2022 • The new Netflix series The Sandman is based on Neil Gaiman's muchbeloved comic book series about an immortal and powerful being known as the Master of
Dreams. The series ...
Books
For decades, the field of Mennonite literature has been dominated by the question of
Mennonite identity. After Identity interrogates this prolonged preoccupation and explores the
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potential to move ...
After Identity: Mennonite Writing in North America
You might say that we're living through a golden age of podcasts, if you're the kind of person
who needs all their culture categorised ... it can be hard to riddle out exactly why conflicts ...
The 83 Best Podcasts You Can Listen To In 2022
First in Newsday Suffolk DA says he intends to retry Patchogue woman in death of anti-gang
activist Evelyn Rodriguez "I just want my mom to be in peace and I just want to be in peace.
And I feel ...
Newsday ¦ Long Island's & NYC's News Source - Newsday
A young Amish boy witnesses a murder in the bogs of ... only for the wife of the couple to
suddenly disappear. Pfeiffer tries to riddle it out, but gets in deep water. This marks the first
time ...
The Best Harrison Ford Movies, Ranked
Jo Koy stars as a struggling comedian who is balancing his acting career with the demands of
his son and mother. By Concepción de León Valentina Pedicini s final documentary tracks
the Warr ...
Movie Reviews
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Hillsdale Craft Supply hosted its five-year anniversary celebration over the weekend with a
local artist and an outdoor vendor market. Shelley Mangus, owner of Hillsdale Craft, said the
event was ...
Hillsdale Craft Supply celebrates five years with artist and vendor market
The best spa treatments lend a sense of utter calm and relaxation, while guests marvel at
stunning settings that serve as departures from a stressful daily routine. But turning dreams
of this ...
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